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ABSTRACT

Once wireless sensor networks are deployed, they are expected to work autonomously for a long time. 
However, the limited energy of sensor nodes is the main constraint in achieving it. Therefore, to increase 
the overall lifetime of sensor networks, the sensors must use their limited energy source in an energy-
efficient manner. In wireless sensor networks, logical topologies play a significant role in ensuring 
various constraints such as effective use of limited resources, bandwidth utilization, latency, and quality 
of communication. In this chapter, the authors discuss three famous energy-efficient topologies of sen-
sor networks that minimize the overall energy consumption during the communication process. These 
topologies are cluster, chain, and tree-based. The authors highlight the design issues of each topology 
and discuss the benefits of each topology over other topology. The focus of the chapter will be more 
on cluster-based rather than chain and tree as it is widely used compared to the chain and tree-based 
topologies for energy-efficient communication.
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INTRODUCTION

The expeditious advancement in computer networks, wireless communication, Micro-Electro-Mechanical 
Systems (MEMS) technology and digital electronics has empowered the development of low-cost smart 
sensors (Mahapatro et al., 2013). Sensors have limited processing and storing capability. They are inch-
scale devices equipped with integrated sensing, wireless communication capability, and finite energy 
supply. The sensors are networked together to form a wireless sensor network (WSN). WSN consists of 
hundreds to thousands of sensors (nodes) deployed in some geographic region to monitor, accumulate and 
report information. Applications of sensor networks include area monitoring, healthcare monitoring, air 
pollution monitoring, forest fire detection, landslide detection, water quality monitoring, natural disaster 
prevention, machine-health monitoring, scientific-data collection and structural health monitoring as 
shown in Figure 1 (Akyildiz et al., 2002).

The sensors within the WSN accumulate information autonomously from their surrounding and neigh-
boring nodes and communicate it to a base-station throughout the network lifetime as shown in Figure 2. 
The BS processes the received information for any decision to be taken. There are various safety-critical 

Figure 1. Applications of wireless sensor networks

Figure 2. A wireless sensor network (a) multi-hop communication (b) single-hop communication
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